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INDIA, UNTOUCHABLE OR MEMBER OF THE FAMILY?
OCTOBER 1 7, 1977

CHARLES M. JUDD

India is the second most populated country
in the world, the sixth largest in land area and
one of the oldest. India's urban culture may be
as old as Egypt's. We know it is as old as those
of the Euphrates Valley and predates the Greeks,
the Chinese and the Romans. So India is a country
we should know something about. But we don't. Why
is this?
India is a practicing democracy with
the largest voting population in the world. There
was a period with censorship and jailings when Mrs.
Gandhi aspired after too much power. We had Mr.
Nixon striving for too much power too. I n both
cases, the Democratic process corrected it. We
feel an affinity for Europe, especially Western
Europe, where most countries are democracies and
many of us have ancestors. But we also feel an
affinity for countries like Japan, Australia,
South Africa and even Brazil and Mexico where
we don't have ancestors, at least not many of
us do. Yet with India having a political system
as close to being like ours as any other country,
even on the local community level, we feel very
little empathy and hardly any affinity. Why?
Arabic numbers, the concept of zero,
the game of chess, astrology, the idea of the
subdivision of matter into elements, various foods,
such as rice, and many ideas which are part and
parcel of our civilization originated in India,
yet we still think of India as backward, a place
which needs "western" culture. Why are we so
ignorant of India's contributions?
I don't pretend to be able to answ:r
these questions with any scholarly or author1tative study and I will probably over-simpli~y, but
I will propose an idea for an answer. · A l1ttle
reading and a short visit will make most of us
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into experts. I also know that I have prejudices
and tend to romantic ize. So with these caveats
I will proceed t o br oaden your education about
India.
The National Geographic, Kipling and
t he color pink for the British Empire on maps was
about all I learned about India while growing up.
I read a good many novels as a teenager and I am
s ure some of t hem we r e by British authors who
romanticized the my s t ery of India or conveyed
t he thought that most En glishmen had about their
colonies: t he idea of the white man's burden
and the feeling that subjects in the coloni es
were i n ferior. I imagine that even John Stuart
Mill, because of his father's job, had these
same ideas. So it would be natural that American
schools would trea t India in the same way t hat
they treated the Sub-Sahara or the islands of
the Pacific. The English certainly wouldn ' t teach
an indebtedness of the West to Indian culture
when India had to be treated as a dependen t .
Or more charitably, perhaps the English didn't
realize their indebtedness to India.
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The coming of independence in 194 8-9,
the sainting of Gandhi and the books in praise
of India should have changed the view of I ndia
in the press and our schools' treatment of India.
It is true that more Americans become conscious
that there was an India and now have some i dea
of its size and where it 'is, but we remain functionally 'illiterate about it. Before the headlines about Mrs. Gandhi, our knowledge was limited
to the population density, the starving conditions, the self-denying religions and that India
wouldn't stay in the anti-Soviet block. But for
me, it was my reading of some of Mahatma Gandhi's
wri~ings, and reading about him, that first sparked
my l.nterest.
During the 50's, I intellectually was
drawn ' to pacifism but I couldn't reconcile myself to it completely, although I wished I could.
My inability to embrace pacifism did not d iminish
my admiration for Gandhi. What kind of background
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would produce
it that could
violence, his
his rejection

a Gandhi? What kind of a country was
be moved by a Gandhi, with his nonrejection of bigness and growth and
of many values that we hold dear?

At the same time that I had: bhese questions,
waS' reading Toynbee and . a few of the popular books
on archeology. From these I discovered an India
with a history 0ther than British. Naturally I
took more interest in the news from India and
wondered what kind .of a place India was and what
kind of people Indians were, people who would try
to make democracy work with all the handicaps of
poverty, hand industry, several centuries under
strict control of an outside country and with
millions of people. So I wanted to see for myself, not just read what was published.
I

After years of wishing, Jean and I went
to India last February and March. It was such
a large country we couldn't see everything so we
had to leave out much, but I wanted to see a little
of North Central India, Calcutta, Orissa and
Southern India. ' I - would like to have seen the
Punjab, the West Coast 'and the Indus Valley (now
a part of Pakistan). I tried to see, hear, smell
and feel as I · traveled~ These senses would be
a partial' answer to my questions.
New Delhi airport at night was our first
sight of India. - For half. an hour before landing
the plane kept· getting lower and lower to' the ground
and I remember ' thinking that. there were no lights
on the ground. It was like flying ove: water at
night pitch dark below. Even the cap1tal, Delhi,
looked like the countryside does here, (;mly ~n t
. ht
The airport looked l~ke w a
occasional l1g • .
. ' n 1950 only
I remember airports looke~tl~~~l~ to ha~d1e the
older. I~ cer~ai~y ~a~nfrom the new wide-bodied
crowds wh1ch d1se ar e rience was no different
jets. Actually th~ e~~~ modern airports. One
tharrwhat ' oc~urs ! ad' m~e didn't have to sit on
waits. But 1n In 1a
plastic.
There is a phenomena which struck me
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the minute the door of the plane was open and which
always will be, for me, a trademark of India. A
special smell, a s mell which I have never encountered
before or since but which is ubiquitous in India.
The smell is punge nt , a spicy, acrid, sweet and
damp combination . It is hard to describe, but I
could recognize it immediately. Jean and I, . after
leaving India, ' wen t to Sri Lanka for several days.
When flying from Columbo to Europe our plane landed
in Bombay for several hours. After a few days without that- smell i t was almost nostalgic to -encounter
it again in Bombay . I'm sure part of the odor is
from burning cow dung, the main source of heat for
cooking in India.
The firs t striking change in our stereot ype of Indians, t he stereotype of masses of people
looking unhappy wi th their lot, appearing emaciated
from hunger and dirty and bedraggled from living in
the streets,' was the cheerfulness of everyone. I
do a fair amount of traveling and when I am in other
cities I like to walk. I find that I get a feel
for a city by wal king and I see things I wouldn't
otherwise see. While I walk r usually smile and
frequently speak or nod as I pass others. When
others acknowledge my gesture I think of it as an
acknowledgement of our common humanity • . I rate
cities by the number of acknowledgements I get. I
remember in Cairo, Egypt, it was almost nil and
I couldn't wait to leave.
London is good, Paris
pretty good, ' New York fair, Los Angeles poor, etc.
I was thrilied to find that every· city in India
was excellent. Friendliness to strangers · is endemic in India.
The second blow to our stereotype was
cleanliness. With so little water, we thought
baths must be sacrificed for other uses. Not
true. Throughout India are wells, fountains and
tanks (man-made ponds or ·pools). Whereve·r there
was water there was someone taking a bath. Even
on a busy street corner, if' there was · a fountain
an ablution was in progress. -r was amazed at the
agility of Indians to take a complete bath 1n
front of everyone and never expose. t~emselves.
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It is true that the two years before our
visit India had had good monsoons which meant decent crops. Contrary to expectations we did not
see starving people. The only emaciated persons
we saw were some holy men. We didn't go everywhere
and we didn't ferret out the worst parts of the
cities, but we did a lot of walking in the cities
and we did visit a fair number of villages. We
didn't see fat people, a real difference from our
country. And it seemed to us that at least 98 % of
the population were poor, but not discouraged looking, as is true of so many of the poor of cities
in the so-called Western World.
It was also true
that we were there in their spring so the stalls
were full of fresh vegetables and fruits. By our
standards the vegetables and fruits were cheap.
I bought at the stalls and, for example, oranges,
which are better for peeling and eating than our
oranges are, were less than 2 cents a piece. Incidentally, most Indians know at least a few words
of English so there was no trouble in limited talk
with vendors or others in the cities.
Farming and handicraft seemed to be the
main occupations in the country. Everyone seemed
industrious there. It was hard to tell what most
people did in the cities, except that the streets
were filled with people. However, every street ~ad
stalls and some kind of work or light manufactur~ng
going on in half of them. The other.hal~ are merchants. There are some large fact~r1es :n In~ia,
althou h the only ones I saw were Jute m111s.1n
calcutfa, but most of India has small sc~le 7n~u~try
and farming.
I'm sure the unemp~o~ent 1S h1g
n
cities like Calcutta but there d1dn t app:ar 70
be any in the villages, where most.o~ Ind1a 11ves.
Of course, appearances can be dece1v1ng.
Kipling has marvelous accounts of the
t ' l l filled with peopl~
roads in Indl~. The Y arte ~ 1 'kes in carts pulled
coming and g01ng on f 00 , on b 1 ,
ld
, t
of beasts and in 30 or 40 year 0
by a var~ebY
There are very few automobiles.
trucks or uses.
l'
utdoors
In the villages and cities people 1ve 0
•
The weather promotes this and the people are gregarious. In the late afternoon, when people are
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back from the fiel ds, it is almost impossible for
a bus to get througb a vil lage because of the crowds.
It is like one large party with everyone talking
and seemingly enjoying themselves. There is very
little electric ity in the villages and when there
is, it is a 25 a ~ bulb . After dark what light
there is is fro
erosene lamps, but mostly it is
dark. Artificia l l _9 bt is costly so people go to
bed with the s un.
ce most of the socializing
is just prior t o ·
esse
I was
rrassed to pay so little for
some of the handicra=t. It is mostly hand work
beautifully and pa
tly done. The price is '
usually determine· , !r
what I could tell, by the
cost of the raw
als rather than the amount
of time spent in
reating. It seems that each
village has its 0 - andicraft product or their
variat~on of a prod ct . ,If one sees something
he des~res, he mus
taln it then because he
will seldom see it e sewhere. There isn't much
transp~rtat~on a~d ~t there is is relatively
expens~ve, ~n sP1 te
- the ancient age of the
trucks, so handicra~ doe s not travel to the
cities. The gove
t stores in the larger
cities bring in s
andicraft. But the difference
in what is for sa le
the government handicraft
stores between, for example, Agra and Madras, is
like night and day.
Most fields have people working them.
Water is ingeniously moved from field to field, to
and from tanks, and constantly reused. Water was
obviously scarce. We were there nine months after
the last monsoon but by century old procedures the
water from that monsoon was still being u~ed. I.
was struck by two things. First was the 1ndustr10usness of the people using centuries old agricultural
methods, and second, the lack of fences.
I assumed
that this meant that success depended upon cooperation. Fences say "stay off." This is so different
from farming I have seen in most of the world.
Even in Sri Lanka, only a few miles off the coast
of India, fences are everywhere and mostly barbed
wire fences too. But Sri Lanka had more years
of foreign rule with the Portugese coming before
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the British.

One can't help but wonder if our

moder~ farming methods, with fences, with machinery

an~ w1~h much less relationship of persons to the
s01l, 1S the right way. In talking to the head
of an Internationa1 Agriculture Institute, I was
pleased to learn that most of the work they are
doing is trying to find hardy and productive seed
to increase productivity, using hand methods of
agriculture in the underdeveloped areas instead
of machinery.

To me, all cattle, oxen, horses, etc.,
look alike. However, I can tell my dog from others
even if other's are of the same breed. One of the
common. denominato'r s in India is the presence of
animals everywhere, cows, oxen, water buffalo,
goats, pigs, dogs, etc. They graze everywhere
and clean the streets of rubbish. One wonders
who owns them. Wi t ·h the exception of old cows
(cows for religious reasons are never killed and
when no longer productive are allowed to wander
and fend for themselves), all animals are used
for milk or labor when not grazing. But they
all are owned and an owner seldom has more than
he can recognize. They just know which are their
animal,s so the animals don't have to be kept
separ'a ted or marked. I wonder if we would be
different humans here in the U.S. if we were as
close to the soil and to the animals as they
are?
At first we were uneasy about walking
in the cities. We had experiences of and stereotypes 'a bout crowds of strangers and foreigners.
But this uneasine~s left us quite soon because
we found the cheerfulness and obvious lack of
aggression contageous. I'm sure there is plen~y
of petty thievery but there seems to be very l1ttle
violent crime. Except. at very busy st.reet. corners
we 'never saw a policeman. I think,this can ,be
explained by the almost innate bel~ef that ~f a
person causes suffering to another, that person
will suffer as well and it will have an af~ect
on his reincarnation. There can be mass.v1~lence,
especially for political reasons, but th1S 1S a
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different case.

011

roots of democracy are deep in India,
a fact I had not kno~. Not on the national level,
but on the local level . Villages are governed by a
head man, who is usually judge as well as administrator, and the ~o cil functions much like our town
committees in Ne • En.gland. It is a cross section
of all casts and occupations. Anyone who wishes
to be on the council submits his name at the periodic
time for a new council. The new members are selected
by lot from groupings of those submitting their
names. This may be as fair and representative as
our elections. This system is old, maybe as old as
Greek democracy. The most serious charges against
Mrs. Gandhi, as I could understand from reading
the newspapers, were corruption and fraud at the
local -level. Most Indians live in villages so it
is here .they have the most interest. Indians, also
from reading, abhore deceit so I think we can understand the riots in Pakistan (Pakistanis were originally Indians, you know) over fraud in the recent election process.
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. I was amazed at the differences in architecture of the temples from region to region,
illustrating the parochialism of India and illustrating that India had not been a unified countryuntil it was ruled partially by the Moguls and
completely by the British. It is the Hindu Temple
architecture which is unique. Much of it is too
busy for our tastes, all of it carved with illustrations of various stories about the dle.t y of
whom the Temple is dedicated or subjects carved
for the -fun of it, celebrating life. Most of
the architectural styles were completely new to
us, never even remembering pictures of them. The
structures built by the Moguls weren't as strange.
They were newer (16th and 17th Centuries) and had
the Moslem flavour we know. The Taj Mahal really
is magnificent. The only other structure,which
compares in sheer grace and st·ark beauty 1S the
Parthenon in Athens. The 'housing didn't appear unusua~ and
was pretty much alike allover, but designs painted
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on the houses differed by regions. There seemed
to be three kinds of housing in the villages, wood
with thatch roofs, brick with tile or thatch roofs
and ·concrete. The latter were usually ·in rows and
looked "government built."
The last of the observations I have to
relate is · the place that religion, or at least an
inherent feeling for religion, has in the lives of
most Indians.. It is obvious that Hinduism is practiced throughout India. Even non-Hindus live in
a Hindu ethic.
(Buddhism is practiced in a small
way, Mohammedanism in a little way and Christianity
even more in South India.) The epic stories are
still read. They are real and reinforce the meaning of life. They make marvelous comic book subjects. There seemed to me to be two effects of
this on Indians' lives. First is the understanding of a spirit pervading all living things. And
the second is that each individual has a mission,
or a Dharma which almost programs his life. We
may have trouble understanding the major and minor
deities, or understanding the way or worship, or
understanding the Indian type of predestination,
just as we may think that their carvings and their
festivals which celebrate life to the fullest are
not to our taste, but it is not hard to get the
feeling that life for the Indian is to be lived.
I couldn't help but compare the Indians' preoccupation with all of life, both group and individual, with our preoccupation with individ~a~
life, especially with one of our newest rel~g~ons,
longevity.
There is a mystery in the origins ~f
the Indians. We know that the epics were wr~tten
in Sanskrit, an Indo-European language, one which
is related to our language, but.that.many~~f the
, arr1vRl

~ldr!~su~~:~a;~I~~~e~rY;h:re

1n

Tnn'R

R~

are many local.languages
related to the Sanskrit root, the mos~ prom1nent
is HindU. Some other local languages, mostl~
used in the South, are not related to San~kr~t
but are related to Tamil, the roots of.wh~ch are
the same as that of the Finish, Hungar~an and
Turkish languages. The Tamil speaking peoples
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were the ones, according t t d' .
called the short black
0
ra ~t~o~s, who were
when the Aryans came
ie~Ple a~d were pushed South
who theoretically we ~e p~s~r~stlngIY, the people
by the Tamils and ho w
e out of South India
east Asia, have lan a :nt ~o other parts of SouthOf course, in al l o~t~e:ewlthlndo-European roots.
could have been acquired b c~ses, t~e languages
rulers. We don't know theY 7mpoSitl0n of foreign
various writing systems
hls~ory because the
have never been deciphe ;e~spec1allY with the Tamil,
culture and the epics we t· We do know that the
this 'migration.
n south of India with

, . ' There is, 0 way to summarize the histor
o f Indla, much of 1t as not recorded and much
Y
t~at was , recorded cannot be read, but mainly, the
hIstory IS fragme nted and is contained in local
areas. There was a 60 to 70% unification under
Ashoka in 200 B.C.
'ch was recorded. The Moguls
conquerors from outside India', ruled 40 to 60%
'
of India, from 1500 to 1750 A.D. But, India
lacks a history to help it determine a present
foreign policy. For example, the history of
Russia under the Tsars and the history of the
glory of China under the great emperors form
foreign policies which , in spite of the same
ideology, make Russia and China antagonists.
Nationalism~ as we can observe in almost every
country, including our own, is a powerful force.
So what does a country do, which in
spite of a rich history, was nev~r unif~ed,unti1
the British Raj? Naturally, antl-co1onla11sm
will be an 'ingredient. Hinduism and language
are two other common denominators. So in India,
Sanskrit and Tamil languages and religion are
more than just accepted, they are desired. It
was strange to go to the IIson et lumier " c;t the
Red Fort in Delhi and see a story of fore1gners,
with an aiien religion, who never governed much
more than half ' of the sub-continent, and whose
history was less than 10% of India's history,
depicted as National history. But it is understandable. The Red Fort is a monument to be
proud of and was built by Akbar, the greatest
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of the Moguls. India has no threads of continuity
to its history which countries seem to need.
So I now come back to my original question.
Here is a country which is rich in tradition, religions, history and ideas, a country which would
fascinate ·mo.s t of us and. a count·r y from which we
could learn much but it is an enigma to Am~ricans.
Why? With few exceptions, people in the united
States would not choose India for a pleasure trip.
A few might after they had seen many other places
first. It takes an interest such as I had to
choose to go there. I said in the 50's that I
wanted to see Greece and India, but this was because I wanted to see where the major part of
our heritage came .from, not because India would
be fun to visit. Jean did not have my motivation
and never found the desire to go. She went solely
so I wouldn't be alone. India was beautiful flora,
historical buildings, ancient temples, one of the
most beautiful pieces of architecture man has ever
fashioned, mountains, seashores, pleasant weather
for a part of the year and fascinating sights,
but not many of us Americans want to go for a
visit. I believe the reason for this is some
sort of psychological block. I believe this
block is similar to the one we have abo~t most
areas near .large city centers, most low cost
housing projects, or mqst people or groups whom
we say have no ambition, like the persons we
used to call hippies • . A good example of this
psychological block is shown by the experience
the New York Times had with letters it received
following editorials it wrote about the looting
during the 24 hour blackout in New York City in
July of this year. .The New Yorker on August
8th reviewed this phenomena.
The New York Times wrote an editoria~
that first morning while looter s ~ere stil~ being
arrested which compared that prev10~s even: ng and
night to the first riots of 1964, r~ots wh~ch also
raged in Harlem and Brooklyn. Both :iots were
in the poorest neighborhoods, both r10ts were
the work ·of young blacks ·and hi~panic male~ and
the targets of the riots were l1quor, appl1ance,
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fUrniture ' and cloth'
stated the cause Of~ s~~res,both times. The Times
the earlier one.
e
7 r~ot was the same as
has changed f or
- er stc;t t 7d "n<;>t all that much
the tinemploymen ~7 U1 or~t~es s~nce 1964, indeed,
- ~gures for minority youths __
thlat dse~ment of
e population most heavily invo ve ~n the 00 .
h
t d'
I n the most b .
ave s ea ~ly worsened. '
b
.
as~; s;nse , then, as was endlessly
o served ~n the
s, the rules of the society
just do not wor k :or t hese people '. " The editorial
also observed the oss of a lifetime of labor by
loca~ merchan t s ,
e scars to the neighborhoods
and ~t called 0
e police and prosecutor to identify and punish as
c riminals as possible.
Two days ate r, a Sunday, the Times expanded on these th
s in its lead editorial.
It again spoke of persons not having any reason
to believe tha t "e common good included them.
They again stat e d
at the ' society must maintain
order and that cr " , al s must ' be ' punished swiftly
and certainly. It ended "we may continue to ignore the terrible problems of poverty and race,
but if we do we must be aware of the risks to both
justice and peace."
The connection of this illustration to
is with the h~d reds of lette:s to he
editor received by The T2mes. By ~ rat20 of 0
to ~ - - 95 % - - they were opposed, and usually vehemently opposed, to the editorial viewpoint. Letters
calle d for the troops to handle the problem; letters
asked that every looter be shot on the spot (in
1977 the police shot no one); letters said that
the blacks should go back south and Puerto Ricans
should go back to Puerto Rico; letters said that
welfare mentality caused the looting just as it
was causing New York's financial troubles. Only
a few letters were able to be printed but many
letters were too vicious to be printed. There
was one printed that said "looters are born, not
made."

our block

i

It is ' true that the ratio of 20 to I
does not represent the attitude of the' public and,
usually, one must feel strongly to write letters
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to the editors. This means that only a very few
felt strongly that the editorial writer was right.
My point is that most readers of the New YO~k T~mes,
and most of the public for that matter, don t w1sh
to acknowledge poverty. Poverty is not supposed
to be here, it isn't a part of the plan or the
American dream. So in order to still believe in
the American dream, and to think that our system
works, we block poverty out. We don't even react
to an enlightened thoughtful pair of editorials
unless we feel radical action is needed, usually
the wrong kind, to deal with the problem. In
different words, we wish it would go away.
But I'm sure it is much more complicated
than the failure of the American dream. We know
from early manuscripts, the Bible being one, that
the poor were always a part of society. A society
could be mostly poor by our standards, as is true
in India today, but there is usually a group who
are even poorer. So being poor within a society
is a relative term, not an absolute term. It
would be interesting to know whether the requirements for being poor are the same for those who
are poor as for those describing others as poor.
Maslow's ranking of motivation based on needs,
our varying religious beliefs, our varying myths
and traditions, whether our economics are based
on scarity or based on promoting consumers, and
whether the educational system of our society is
technically or humanistically oriented are all
part of the mix which determines our attitudes and
practices towards the poor. Since I don't have
the knowledge, facts or time to make an analysis
and since such an analysiS would probably be a
mixed bag, I'll tell you my intuitive guesses.
Having poor among us is a symptom that
a system has some faults. The larger the number
of poor, thQ poorer the ~y5tem is working. l"ndicators of the number of poor are the number of
unemployed, the number on relief, the number receiving food stamps, etc. So we watch these indicators. Some of us actually try to eliminate
relief and food stamps with the idea that if the
poor were not sustained they would go away by
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having to participate in the system, find someplace
to live or die o~ starvation.
(Incidentally,
th1s has been a s olut10n in some societies.) But
our religions and our humanistic tradition say that
all humans are i mportant and are of value. This
means a tension for us between wanting our system
to work, since it bas afforded us a pleasant way
of life, and folIo . 9 our religious beliefs and
our humanistic traditions. Incidentally, these
humanistic traditions are written into our Bill
of Rights a~d Declaration of Independence. One
of the ways to surcount the tension is to sublimate
it. Another way is to put it out of our minds.
These two methods resu lt in: (l) a relief system
we are willing to pay for on the condition that
the poor will try to ake our system work and that
a bureaucracy will r
the system for us, and (2)
a method to forget that we have poor by changing
our society so that the poor are hidden. By hidden,
I mean so that we don 't have to live near them,
so that we can drive through where they live
without seeing them. We also hide them by thinking that they are different by developing theories
about socially handicapped children, matriarchal
families or adherents of foreign ethics.

t o ou
ou.r 'l
there

el~e

In spite of all of the conventional
wisdom that our economic system is the finest ever
developed, and at the risk of being called naive,
I can't help but wonder whether our present economic
system is working satisfactorily. History does not
back up those who say that if we do something with
the system we will kill the goose that lays the
golden eggs. Should our corporations keep getting
bigger? Should we constantly eliminate labor by
automation and cybernetics? Should money be such
a motivator in our society, and if it is, as I
suspect, how can we make it a means? I have the
idea that the purpose of most economic systems,
including our present one, are for governments
or for the maintenance of governments or states.
I wonder what an economic system would look like
whose purpose is people?
Another thought that comes floating through
my mind is that since economics is so important
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to our well being and is almost as important to
ou~ ' life ' as the mechanlcs of our society,shou1dn't
there be greater participation in economics? Should
citizens have a say in economic policies, which are
very important to :a ll citizens, in such things as
bigness, automation, pricing policies? ' I realize
it is impractical to elect corporation managers,
just as we don't elect our City Managers or Department Heads, but we do elect Councilmen who set
policies for managers.
There is another thought that passes
through my mind as I review this problem of poverty,
and that is our attitude towards labor. Today
we think of labor in pejorative terms and so
professionals, managers ahd service persons are
the desired occupations. Hannah Arendt wrote
"The Human Condition" exploring the whole idea
of labor and work and making a distinction 'b etween
them. This is one of the great books of the last
25 years. But in spite of her argument, I have
an idea that some hard' work, even if it may be
drudgery, would enhance human ' dignity rather
than lower -it. I would quickly add that a life
of nothing but drudgery would not be a ' real
life. Time for reflection, enjoyment of others,
etc., is necessary.
Today many of us exercise regularly.
It is hard to drive anywhere withou~seeing someone running or jogging and we do th~s for men;a1
health ' as much as for physical health. I can,t
.
f an thing that is more 'work than run~~ng.
th~nk 0
y , 'k'lled workman should be adm~red
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right track when be said that public education's
main purpose was
~eve ~op citizens, not workers.
By this he meac
a
ents should learn to
communicate,
0 participate and to
know the source
nes of their society by
reading litera
e,
I
etc. Skills for occupations should be -earned outside of the school
so that we wou ~ I
ange the motivation of the
student from be'
a c'tizen to · being an economic
pawn.
It may s
that I have wandered from
my original ques '
of why India is untouchable.
My thesis is that
'a is untouchable for the
same reasons that
don 't face up to poverty,
even in our own c
rye
I know I have oversimplified, which
id on purpose.
But if our
present society, as ~
motivated and structured,
continues without
ch change, I doubt if we will
ever feel an affinity for India, certainly not
an empathy, and this would be a loss for all of
us. Besides being a fascinating country with
a fascinating tradition, knowing India would be
part of John Stuart Mill's description of a
necessary part of our education, since a part
of our society is indebted to India. Maybe
if we can start changing our education system,
our attitude towards work and increase our economic participation, then maybe our block with
poverty, and that block today is real, will
start to reduce. With this reduction of our
block we could find differences in our beliefs,
reasons for being and in our value system. Maybe even our attitude towards the third world
nations will change so that the gulf between
the haves and the have nots will lessen.
I hope I haven't lessened your ideas
of the devastation that poverty can,cause to
the human spirit. Poverty is espec~ally devastating in an affluent society. I have used
India to illustrate an inertia we must overcome.

'of -course, India might change and
become "Western." I certainly hope not, for
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it is in the India of this world where some of the
values that we desperately need in our society
are still found, values such as reverence for
all life, joy in living, life has a purpose, etc.
I can't help but feel that if we have a future
it will have to be with these values.

